DRAFT
MEETING MINUTES
Evanston Environmental Board
Thursday, December 14, 2017
7:00 p.m.
Lorraine H. Morton Civic Center, 2100 Ridge, Room #2404
Members Present: Cherie Leblanc-Fisher, Jerri Garl, Wendy Pollock, Noreen Edwards,
Scott Osborne, Tom Klitzkie, Christopher Kucharczyk
Members Absent: Linda Young, Michael Kormanik, Sarah Liddell
Staff Present: Kumar Jensen, Leslie Perez
Guests: Marie Cabiya, Bea Echeverria, Becky Brodsky, Brooke Harper
Presiding Member: Scott Osborne

1. Declaration of Quorum
Scott Osborne called meeting to order at 7:02 p.m. and a quorum was established.
2. Approval of Meeting Minutes from November
C. Kucharczyk motioned to accept, J. Garl seconded, all approved.
3. Approval of 2018 Meeting Schedule
C. Kucharczyk motioned to accept, J. Garl seconded, all approved.
4. Citizen Comment
B. Harper would like the City to consider making new building development projects
in locations with public transportation be “car free” developments. She is concerned
that any new development requires additional parking. The benefit would be to
reduce carbon emissions and the height of new buildings by eliminating attached
parking structures.
5. Staff Reports
A. N. American Climate Summit Participation
K. Jensen reports mayor Hagerty attended the North American Climate Summit.
Mayor Hagerty signed the Chicago Climate Charter to reduce carbon emissions by
28% by 2025.
B. Energy and Water Benchmarking Report
K. Jensen reports the City is 95% compliant at the end of year one of the Water
Benchmarking ordinance. The City is working on an aggregate report of the data
analysis from 2016. The report will be presented to City Council in the first Quarter
of 2018. This report will only include buildings 100,000 square feet or larger.
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Buildings 50,000 square feet and above will be included in 2018 and all buildings
20,000 square feet and above by 2019. City owned buildings are included in the
reports.
C. Extruded Polystyrene Foam (EPS) Ordinance
K. Jensen advised the Board that any item up for City Council approval must be sent
to the Human Services Committee which will direct City staff. K. Jensen is working
with the Health Department on the draft ordinance.
6. Unfinished Business
A. Evanston Urban Forestry Program Overview
C. Leblanc-Fisher PRESENTED Recommendations for Evanston’s Urban Forestry
Program, following up on a program overview she had presented at the previous
meeting. Recommendations for City Council include: Continue to support the
Forestry Division and insist on adequate funding to meet a variety of livability and
sustainability goals; encourage the Mayor’s Climate Action and Resilience Working
Group (CARP) to consider and reference Evanston’s urban forest in its forthcoming
plan; incorporate tree data into cooling, air quality, carbon storage, stormwater
management and other calculations; and invite Lydia Scott from Morton Arboretum
to present to City Council on the Urban Tree Canopy Assessment for Evanston and
how various departments in the City can use the data from this study. Also included
are recommendations for the City Arborist/Forester (currently being recruited).
K. Jensen advised that recommendations for incoming staff should be held until a
City Arborist and Bureau Chief have been selected, which would be early spring.
C. Kucharczyk and J. Garl (both CARP members) suggested moving ahead with a
recommendation to CARP, and others agreed.
N. Edwards reiterated her concern about protection of valuable trees on private
property and raised the possibility of a strengthened tree protection ordinance to
address this gap. W. Pollock expressed concern about staff capacity to enforce an
expanded ordinance and also about the cost implications for residents, which might
raise equity concerns. She suggested reviewing model ordinances developed by
the Chicago Region Trees Initiative and also revisiting early staff suggestions about
voluntary heritage tree programs.
B. District 65 Sustainability Policies and Practice
M. Cabiya, B. Echeverria and B. Brodsky discuss efforts by their group to help
District 65 to increase their sustainability efforts. Sustainability seems not to be a
priority of the district especially when compared to District 202 – ETHS.
7. New Business
A. Natural Areas Management Policies and Practices
W. Pollock presented a briefing paper focused on natural areas in Evanston’s public
open spaces, which addresses two main concerns: How can we assure the City of
Evanston’s continued commitment to maintaining, improving, and expanding natural
areas on public lands? How can we assure that natural areas have a high priority in
relation to other uses of public lands? She noted that while resources are being
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invested in natural areas – in particular the North Shore Channel Habitat Project and
Clark Street Beach Bird Sanctuary – and while these projects have attracted positive
attention, natural areas are not addressed in any City codes or policies. This gap is
of concern given their valuie to quality if life and contribution to climate action goals.
C. Kucharczyk and J. Garl suggested that recommendations regarding natural ares
also be provided to CARP for consideration in the climate action plan, and others
agreed. K. Jensen advised about how to structure recommendations.
8. Task Force Updates and Discussion
A. Environmental Justice Task Force
J. Garl reports the City budget was passed and the monitoring of the waste transfer
station budget was kept intact. The group is trying to determine the next step for
environmental policy which could be either a resolution or ordinance.
B. Transportation Task Force
Continued
C. Natural Resources & Built Environment Task Force
T. Klitzkie reports that a change in policy allows for pavers in the parkway with
waivers by the home owner. The old policy only allowed concrete or asphalt for
restoration in parkways. T. Klitzkie discussed permeable pavement in the City
owned property and future projects. The sale of water to Skokie will have an impact
on the south side of Ladd Arboretum.
D. Climate & Energy Task Force
C. Kucharczyk reports that CARP had Lara Biggs and Dr. Pat Efiom address the
committee on how they approach climate action and resiliency.
9. Adjournment
C. Kucharczyk moved to adjourn the meeting, C. Leblanc-Fisher seconded. S.
Osborne adjourned at 9:20 pm.

Next Meeting – Thursday, January 11, 2018
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2017 Evanston Environment Board Action Report
Meeting
Date
12/14/2017

11/9/2017

10/12/2017

9/4/2017

8/10/2017

Action Name
November Minutes

Action Category
File

2018 Meeting Schedule

File

October Minutes

File

Send EPS Ban ordinance presented to the Legal Department for consideration
and drafting

Law Department

Recommendation to staff to modify the online Tree Plant Express form to add a
checkbox so that applicants can indicate “I would like to participate in the Tree
Replant Express Program but cannot afford the fee” and to make more
prominent an option to “help a neighbor buy a tree.”

City Staff

5/11/2017

4/13/2017
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Outcome

Unanimous
Approval

Pending Implementation

EEB should develop recommendations for enhancing tree survival and increasing Natural Resources and Built Environment Task
the City’s urban tree canopy to support climate mitigation and adaption.
Force

Unanimous
Approval

September Minutes

File

Letter to the Mayor, City Council, and City Manager objecting to elimination of
the Environmental Services Bureau Chief position in the proposed 2018 budget
plan.
August Minutes

Mayor, City Council and City Manager

Unanimous
Approval
Unanimous
Approval

Recommendation that Paul Klitzkie and Chris Kucharczyk be appointed to the
Climate Action and Resilience Plan Working Group

Mayor

June Minutes

File

File

Pending Health Department
review

Unanimous
Approval
Unanimous
Approval
Unanimous
Approval
Meeting Cancelled

7/13/2017

6/8/2017

Vote
Unanimous
Approval
Unanimous
Approval
Unanimous
Approval
Unanimous
Approval

May Minutes

File

Memo to City Manager Regarding Divestment from Fossil Fuels

City Manager

Recommendation that City Continue Electricity Aggregation Program with 100%
Renewable Energy
April Minutes

Not Specified

Letter to Mayor and City Council Opposing Easement related to Isabella Woods

City Council and Mayor

March Minutes

File

39-O-17 "Weeds" to Human Services

Human Services

Proposed backyard composting guidelines

Human Services

File

Unanimous
Approval
Unanimous
Approval
Unanimous
Approval
Unanimous
Approval
Unanimous
Approval
Unanimous
Approval
Unanimous
Approval
Unanimous
Approval

Passed at Human Services

Passed by City Council
(9/25/17)

Draft
Coal Tar Ban Recommendation (49-R-17)

City Council

February Minutes

File

January Minutes

File

3/9/2017
2/9/2017

1/12/2017
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Statement regarding threats to environmental protection and access to vital
scientific information
December, 2016 Minutes

File

Appointment of Transportation/Parking Committee Liaison (Linda Young)

Transportation and Parking

Unanimous
Approval
Unanimous
Approval
Unanimous
Approval
Unanimous
Approval
Unanimous
Approval
Unanimous
Approval

Passed at Human Services

Passed by City Council
(7/10/17)

2018 City Council Goals
Invest in City Infrastructure
and Facilities
Enhance Community Development
and Job Creation Citywide
Expand Affordable Housing Options
Further Police/Community
Relations Initiatives
Ensure Equity in All City Operations
Stabilize Long-term City Finances
Mission Statement

Vision Statement

The City of Evanston is committed to
promoting the highest quality of life
for all residents by providing fiscally
sound, responsive municipal services
and delivering those services equitably,
professionally, and with the highest
degree of integrity.

Creating the Most Livable
City in America

Organizational Values
•
•
•
•

Excellent Customer Service
Continuous Improvement
Integrity
Accountability

Memorandum
To:

Wendy Pollock, Environment Board Co-Chair; Scott Osborne,
Environment Board Co-Chair; Members of the Environment Board

From:

Kumar Jensen, Sustainability Coordinator

Subject:

Project Updates: Benchmarking, Waste Programs and Robert Crown
Construction

Date:

January 5, 2018

Benchmarking
Report forthcoming.
Waste Programs
2018 marks the first full year of our new waste hauling contracts which cover food
waste, yard waste and garbage collection. City staff will begin receiving reports and
waste related data from each of our haulers for most of our residential services. Staff
will be sure to provide updates to the Environment Board as information becomes
available. Included in these reports will also be the completion of the waste studies that
are a requirement for residential and condo waste.
Staff is also working on revising and renaming City waste related services to improve
ability for residents to understand programs and their components. Staff will share draft
materials with the Environment Board for feedback. Staff is leaning strongly towards
creating materials very similar to those of San Francisco and which can be found at
https://sfenvironment.org/recycling-composting-and-landfill-signs. Staff is looking to
create low-text signs with clear and distinct imagery.
Robert Crown Construction
The construction team has begun exploring two very exciting ideas as a part of the
building: having a portion of the building be net-zero and including a massive solar array
on the roof. The architects will also be meeting with the bird friendly group in early
February. Right now it is solely exploration mode and trying to determine how and if
either may be possible. Estimated solar potential for the roof is 575,000 kWh/year. Netzero is being explored for the library portion of the building in conjunction with potentially
applying for Illinois Clean Energy Community Foundation (ICECF) funding. Exploring
feasibility for both is in the early stages.

Dear Wendy and the Evanston Environment Board:
This is to ask your support for Bird Friendly Evanston's effort to reduce bird deaths from striking
Evanston windows. In particular, we would like support for the attached draft resolution and ordinance
that we prepared based on extensive feedback and discussion.
Evanston residents have been working for years to reduce bird strikes in Evanston, meeting with City of
Evanston zoning, sustainability and other staff, yourselves, and community leaders, includi ng architects
and developers. We have also been monitoring bird strikes at Northwestern. Based on this
engagement, the university has committed to become a leader in bird-friendly construction, applying a
several-tiered approach that has resulted in life-saving changes to two of the worst buildings this fall and
plans for others. Further, city zoning staff now share bird-friendly options when developments are
planned, and ask developers to meet with us before the public meeting process starts. City staff have
also encouraged our efforts to formalize city action through a resolution or ordinance.
As background, since Evanston is situated on a major migratory flyway, bird deaths from collisions with
buildings along Lake Michigan are in the many thousands annually. Here are good resources for
understanding bird-friendly building construction: https://abcbirds.org/get-involved/bird-smart-glass/ .
In addition, the US Green Building Council has developed LEED pilot credit 55 that would reduce bird
strikes (outline attached). Some developers would readily include bird solutions if they knew more
about the problems and low-cost solutions.
Thank you for your consideration of this concern, and everything else that you do for Evanston.
Warm regards,
Judy Pollock

10-28-2017
###
A Resolution
Encouraging steps to reduce
Bird Collisions with Structures

dispersal, and enhance garden success;

FT

WHEREAS, birds provide valuable ecological services, including pest management, and seed

WHEREAS, birds improve the enjoyment and quality of life for Evanston residents, with
birding a popular hobby generating more than $40 billion a year in U.S. economic activity;

RA

WHEREAS, Evanston is on a globally important, migratory flyway that has recorded over 275
resident and migratory bird species;

WHEREAS, Evanston has recognized the importance of sustainability to the success, health and
prosperity of the existing community and as an economic driver toward the future, which Evanston
measures in part through the Sustainability Tools for Assessing and Rating (STAR) system that assesses

D

the city commitment to protect and restore natural systems and the Compact of Mayors that commits to
delivering on climate action goals;
WHEREAS, birds are key indicators of environmental health and are at calamitous risk from

climate change, as their forage and habitat radically shift or disappear;
WHEREAS, as many as one billion birds annually are estimated to strike windows fatally in the
United States, and untold others are injured from such strikes, estimates that are not sustainable in the
face of many additional pressures from habitat loss, pesticides, environmental degradation and other
!1
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factors;
WHEREAS, collision deaths do not discriminate among the weak and strong, and kill healthy
birds in prime reproductive years, further undermining the sustainability of bird populations and species;
WHEREAS, simple strategies exist that reduce bird collisions by implementing lighting
adjustments, such as turning off unnecessary lights sunset to sunrise, employing downward facing
lighting, and obscuring the view of interior plants and other steps;

FT

WHEREAS, reducing excessive, misdirected, or obtrusive light has been shown to reduce bird
deaths from collisions with windows, save energy and cost, diminish light pollution, and ameliorate
human discomfort and adverse health effects;

WHEREAS, window treatments that reduce or eliminate bird collisions are increasingly

RA

available, such as applying window films, Acopian blinds and other steps on existing buildings or
implementing Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Pilot Credit 55 on new
construction and renovations;

WHEREAS, some features are particular hazards for birds, such as clear or reflective glass
reflecting vegetation or sky, and glass walls, interior courtyards with water or greenery visible from

D

outside, glass walls facing exterior courtyards with vegetation or water, skywalks, greenhouses, glass
balconies and green roofs near glass;
WHEREAS, some locations are particularly hazardous for birds, such as the lower three stories

of buildings and structures within 300’ of space dominated by greenery or water that consists of at least
two acres [an Urban Bird Refuge];

!2
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WHEREAS, LEED standards are in widespread use in sustainable construction across the
United States, are well understood by developers and architects, and have been incorporated into
Evanston’s Green Building Ordinance, which requires Silver rating standards for designated buildings;
NOW BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF EVANSTON,
COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS:
SECTION 1: The City declares itself a Bird-Friendly City, recognizing that Evanston is sited on

FT

a critical Great Lakes migratory flyway along Lake Michigan, and that steps are necessary to protect
birds from avoidable deaths and injuries, such as those due to building design and construction and
lighting.

SECTION 2: The City shall provide information to the public on its website, and in printed

RA

materials and other communications regarding residents’ voluntary measures that can reduce bird
collisions with existing buildings. These measures may include window treatments, reducing nighttime
lighting, adding motion sensors to lighting, placing trees or tall shrubs close to windows to slow birds, or
far enough away to avoid reflections, and moving interior plants so they are not visible from the outside.
As feasible, these materials will be made available to the public at the City Planning and Zoning and

D

Building Permit offices, City community centers, the Ecology Center and City-sponsored events and
through community groups, such as birding and garden clubs and environmental organizations.
SECTION 3: The City shall incorporate LEED Pilot Credit 55 into negotiations for building or

zoning permits for new construction or renovation, where City concessions or approvals are sought.
SECTION 4: The City shall review its own properties and planned developments for
opportunities to reduce or minimize bird collisions, such as by adjusting lighting or applying window
treatments. Where the adjustment involves an unbudgeted cost, the City shall inform the community in
!3
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case resources can be gathered for the adjustments, and if funding is not available work to incorporate
the adjustments in future renovations and as its budget allows;
SECTION 6: During Spring and Fall migration periods in Evanston, the City will dim its lights
at night. This means turning off all bright display lighting on the top of buildings (including logos,
clocks, lighted antennae, and decorative top decorations) from 11:00 p.m. until sunrise during spring
migration (March 15 to June 15) and fall migration (August 15 to November 15), and reducing light

FT

from the building elsewhere as much as possible, such as:
turn out lights;

•

put motion sensors that activate lights only when rooms are occupied;

•

put lights on timers;

•

draw shades or blinds;

•

RA

•

use localized lighting at reception desks rather than illuminating an entire multistory
lobby;

•

schedule cleaning crews to work before 11 p.m. so that lights can be turned out for the
rest of the night; and

dim lobby lights in the early morning hours to the greatest extent possible

D

•

Section 8: The City shall review and explore changes to the City Code to reduce bird collisions. This
review shall include the feasibility of applying LEED Pilot Credit 55 to new construction and
renovations.
a. SECTION 7: The City shall explore incorporating LEED Pilot Credit 55 into City Code
requirements for new construction and renovation within the Evanston city limits.
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SECTION 8: Resolution ### shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and
approval, in the manner provided by law.

______________________________
Stephen Hagerty, Mayor

______________________________

RA

Devon Reid, City Clerk

FT

Attest:

D

Adopted: __________________, 2017
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Model ordinance for bird-friendly construction
[ORDINANCE Name]
Sponsored by: [ list names ]
WHEREAS, birds provide valuable and important ecological services,
WHEREAS, [location] has recorded [ ] species of resident and migratory bird species,
WHEREAS, birding is a hobby enjoyed by 64 million Americans and generates more than $40 billion a
year in economic activity in the United States,
WHEREAS, as many as one billion birds may be killed by collisions with windows every year in the
United States,
WHEREAS, reducing light pollution has been shown to reduce bird deaths from collisions with windows,
WHEREAS, new buildings can be designed to reduce bird deaths from collisions without additional
cost,
WHEREAS there exist strategies to mitigate collisions on existing buildings,
WHEREAS more than 30% glass on a façade usually increased costs for heating and cooling
WHEREAS, bird-friendly practices often go hand-in hand with energy efficiency improvements,
And WHEREAS [ any additions specific to the particular location ]
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED,
by [ acting agency ]
[title of legislation and other necessary language]
(a)  In  this  section  the  term  “Leadership  in  Energy  and  Environmental  Design  (LEED)”  means  a  green  
building rating system promulgated by the United States Green Building Council (USGBC) that provides
specific principles and practices, some mandatory but the majority discretionary, that may be applied
during the design, construction, and operation phases, which enable the building to be awarded points
from reaching present standards of environmental efficiency so that it may achieve LEED certification
from  the  USGBC  as  a  “green”  building,
b) [ acting agency ] does hereby order[ acting department ] to take the steps necessary to assure that all
newly constructed buildings and all buildings scheduled for capital improvement are designed, built, and
operated in accordance with the standards and requirements of the LEED Green Building Rating System
Pilot Credit #55: Reducing Bird Collisions
(c) The USGBC releases revised versions of the LEED Green Building Rating System on a regular
basis; and [ acting department ] shall refer to the most current version of the LEED when beginning a new
building construction permit project or renovation.
(d) New construction and major renovation projects shall incorporate bird-friendly building
materials and design features, including, but not limited to, those recommended by the
American Bird Conservancy publication Bird-friendly Building Design.
(e) [ acting department ] shall make existing buildings bird-friendly where practicable.

LEED Pilot Credit Library
Pilot Credit 55: Bird Collision Deterrence

Pilot Credit 55: Bird Collision Deterrence
Applicable Rating Systems >>
Requirements >>
Submittals >>
Additional Questions >>
Background Information >>
Changes >>
Applicable Rating Systems
This credit is available for pilot testing by the following LEED project types:
New Construction
Core & Shell
Schools
Retail: New Construction
Healthcare
Existing Buildings: Operations & Maintenance

Intent
Reduce bird injury and mortality from in-flight collisions with buildings.
Requirements
NC, CS, SCHOOLS, RETAIL, HEALTHCARE
Comply with one of the Building Façade options, one of the Interior Lighting options, one
of the Exterior Lighting options, and the Post-Construction Monitoring Plan requirements
below.
Building Façade Requirements
Develop a building façade design strategy to make the building visible as a physical barrier and eliminate conditions that create confusing reflections to birds.
1

If all materials on the building façade have a Threat Factor of 15 or below, the project is
exempt from the building façade requirements and the following Bird Collision Threat Rating calculations are not required.
Bird Collision Threat Rating
If any material on the building façade has a Threat Factor above 15, then the Bird Collision Threat Rating calculations are required. First separate the building into Façade Zone
Posted 10/14/2011 | Last Updated 12/1/2011
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1 or Façade Zone 2. Façade Zone 1 includes the first 3 floors above ground level, as well
as 1 floor above any green roofs. Façade Zone 2 includes all façade areas above the 3rd
floor. Then identify the Material Types present on the building façade and the Threat Factor of each type (for detailed material types and associated threat factors, see the Bird
Collision Deterrence: Summary of Material Threat Factors table developed by the American Bird Conservancy). Determine the total area of each Material Type.
No more than 15% of the glazed area in Façade Zone 1 can have a Threat Factor higher
than 75. However, more than 15% of the glazed area in Zone 2 may have a Factor higher
2
than 75. All glazed corners or fly-through conditions must have a Threat Factor less than
or equal to 25.

Table 1: General Material Types: Threat Potential
Material Type
Greatest Threat Potential

Glass: Highly reflective and/or
completely transparent surface
Glass: Reflective or transparent
surface interrupted by a visible
pattern based on the 2 x 4
Rule*.
Glass: Reflective or transparent
surface shielded by screens,
shutters, or louvers where the
resultant exposed glass satisfies the 2 x 4 Rule*.
Glass: Translucent with matte
or textured surface.

Least Threat Potential

Opaque surface

*The 2 x 4 Rule is defined as a collision deterrence module based
upon the physical profile of a bird in flight. Current research has
established  maximum  module  dimensions  of  2”  high  x  4”  wide.
Using the formulas below, achieve a maximum total building Bird Collision Threat Rating
3
(BCTR) of 15 or less.
First, for each Façade Zone, perform the following calculation:
[((Material Type 1 Threat Factor) x (Material Type Area)) + ((Material Type 2 Threat Factor) x (Material Type Area))…] / [Total Façade Zone Area] = Façade Zone BCTR
Then determine the total building Bird Collision Threat Rating by performing the following
calculation with the Zone 1 and Zone 2 BCTRs:
[((Zone 1 BCTR) x 2) + (Zone 2 BCTR) ] / 3 = Total Building BCTR
Posted 10/14/2011 | Last Updated 12/1/2011
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AND
Interior Lighting Requirements
Develop a lighting design strategy to effectively eliminate or reduce light trespass from
the building. The lighting in all spaces with a direct line of sight to exterior fenestration
shall meet at least one of these two options:
Option 1. Nighttime Personnel
Include a requirement in any building operations guidelines stating that all interior
lighting must be turned off by the appropriate nighttime personnel after hours
when the space is unoccupied, or at a minimum from midnight until 6 a.m.
OR
Option 2. Automatic Shutoff
The lighting shall be controlled such that all lighting in the space will be automatically shut off after being vacant for a period of no longer than 30 minutes.
There are two exceptions to both options:
lighting specifically required to be operated 24-7 for health and safety; and
lighting that is exempted under ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1–2010,
Section 9.1.1.
AND
Exterior Lighting Requirements
Develop a lighting design strategy to effectively reduce or eliminate light trespass from
exterior fixtures. Meet the exterior and garage lighting power density and controls requirements in sections 9.4.1.3, 9.4.1.7, 9.4.3, of the ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.12010 (with errata but without addenda).
OPTION 1. Fixture Shielding and Automatic Shutoff
Shield all exterior fixtures such that the installed fixture does not directly emit any
light at a vertical angle more than 90 degrees from straight down. Exterior building fixtures that are not necessary for safety, building entrances, and circulation
shall be automatically shut off from midnight until 6 a.m.
OR
OPTION 2. New Construction SS Credit, Light Pollution Reduction
Demonstrate that the project complies with the exterior lighting requirements of
the latest published LEED for New Construction SS Credit, Light Pollution Reduction.

Posted 10/14/2011 | Last Updated 12/1/2011
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AND
Post-Construction Monitoring Plan Requirements
Develop a three-year post-construction monitoring plan to routinely monitor the effectiveness of the building design in preventing bird collisions. Include methods to identify and
document locations of the building where repeated bird strikes occur, the number of collisions, the date, the approximate time (if known), and features that may be contributing to
collisions. The plan should also provide a process for corrective action.

EXISTING BUILDINGS: OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE
Establishment
Comply with the Facade Monitoring Plan requirements, one of the Interior Lighting options, and one of the Exterior Lighting options below.
Façade Monitoring Plan Requirements
Develop a three-year building facade monitoring plan to routinely monitor the effectiveness of the building design in preventing bird collisions. Include methods to identify and
document locations of the building where repeated bird strikes occur, the number of collisions, the date, the approximate time (if known), and features that may be contributing to
collisions. The plan should also provide a process for corrective action. Use the monitoring plan as the baseline for the measures implemented during the performance period.
AND
Interior Lighting Requirements
Develop a lighting design strategy to effectively eliminate or reduce light trespass from
the building. The lighting in all spaces with a direct line of sight to exterior fenestration
shall meet at least one of these two options:
Option 1. Nighttime Personnel
Include a requirement in any building operations guidelines stating that all interior
lighting must be turned off by the appropriate nighttime personnel after hours
when the space is unoccupied, or at a minimum from midnight until 6 a.m.
OR
Option 2. Automatic Shutoff
The lighting shall be controlled such that all lighting in the space will be automatically shut off after being vacant for a period of no longer than 30 minutes.
There are two exceptions to both options:
lighting specifically required to be operated 24-7 for health and safety; and
Posted 10/14/2011 | Last Updated 12/1/2011
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lighting that is exempted under ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1–2010,
Section 9.1.1.
AND
Exterior Lighting Requirements
Develop a lighting design strategy to effectively reduce or eliminate light trespass from
exterior fixtures. Meet the exterior and garage lighting power density and controls requirements in sections 9.4.1.3, 9.4.1.7, 9.4.3, of the ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.12010 (with errata but without addenda).
OPTION 1. Fixture Shielding and Automatic Shutoff
Shield all exterior fixtures such that the installed fixture does not directly emit any
light at a vertical angle more than 90 degrees from straight down. Exterior building fixtures that are not necessary for safety, building entrances, and circulation
shall be automatically shut off from midnight until 6 a.m.
OR
OPTION 2. New Construction SS Credit, Light Pollution Reduction
Demonstrate that the project complies with the exterior lighting requirements of
the latest published LEED for New Construction SS Credit, Light Pollution Reduction.
Performance
Implement the façade monitoring plan for a period of three years. If results of the monitoring plan indicate that areas of the building receive multiple collisions, consider implementing temporary and/or permanent retrofits to the building façade.
1

The Threat Factor of a Material Type refers  to  the  material’s  level  of  danger  posed  to  birds  based  on  birds’  
ability to perceive the surface as an obstruction,  as  tested  using  a  “tunnel”  protocol. The higher the Threat Factor, the greater the risk that collisions will occur.
2

Fly-through conditions are created when windows meet perpendicularly on a corner, or when windows are
installed parallel in close proximity such that a clear line of sight is created through the building.
3

The Bird Collision Threat Rating (BCTR)   is   an   index   of   the   total   building’s   level   of   danger   posed   to   birds  
based on the relative amounts of different materials on the external envelope, and the Threat Factor of those
materials. The higher the BCTR, the greater the risk that collisions will occur.

Credit Submittals
General:
1. Register for Pilot Credit(s) here.
2. Register a username at LEEDuser.com, and participate in online forum
Posted 10/14/2011 | Last Updated 12/1/2011
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3. Submit feedback survey; supply PDF of your survey/confirmation of completion
with credit documentation
Credit Specific:
NC, CS, Schools, Retail, Healthcare
Building Façade
If all materials on the building have a Threat Factor of 15 or below and the project
did not perform the calculations, submit a narrative describing why the materials,
and building in general, are “bird-friendly.” This includes a material list and supporting data.
A completed Bird Collision Threat Rating spreadsheet.
Plan(s) and/or elevation(s) depicting the location of all materials and shading/screening devices used to comply with this credit
Applicable specification details on all materials and shading/screening devices
used to comply with this credit
Interior Lighting
Option 1:
A copy of the building operations guidelines text that stipulates that all interior
lighting must be turned off by the appropriate nighttime personnel after hours
when the space is unoccupied.
Option 2:
Narrative, and drawings showing control locations, describing the lighting controls used on the interior lighting, the sequence of operation and how these controls comply with this credit and section 9 of the ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard
90.1-2010
Exterior Lighting
Option 1:
A photometric report of those luminaires demonstrating that no light is emitted
above 90 degrees from straight down in their final installed position(s).
Narrative, and drawings showing control locations, describing the lighting controls used on the exterior lighting, the sequence of operation and how these controls comply with this credit.
Option 2:
All submittals required for the LEED for New Construction SS Credit, Light Pollution Reduction.
Post-Construction Monitoring Plan
A copy of the post-construction monitoring plan
EBOM
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Interior Lighting
Option 1:
Provide all Submittals listed under Interior Lighting in NC, CS, Schools, Retail,
Healthcare above.
Option 2:
Provide all Submittals listed under Interior Lighting in NC, CS, Schools, Retail,
Healthcare above.
Exterior Lighting
Option 1:
Provide all Submittals listed under Exterior Lighting, Option 1 in NC, CS,
Schools, Retail, Healthcare above.
Option 2:
Provide all Submittals listed under Exterior Lighting, Option 2 in NC, CS,
Schools, Retail, Healthcare above.
Post-Construction Monitoring Plan
Provide all Submittals listed under Post-Construction Monitoring Plan in NC, CS,
Schools, Retail, Healthcare above.
Provide records of all collisions during the Performance Period. Include the location, date, and approximate time of day for each collision.
Plan(s) and/or elevation(s) depicting the location of all temporary and permanent
materials and shading/screening devices used to retrofit the building façade in
response to the results of the monitoring plan.
Applicable specification details on all temporary and permanent materials and
shading/screening devices used to retrofit the building façade in response to the
results of the monitoring plan.
Additional Questions
1. The goal is to prevent, as much as possible, bird collisions with building glazing
and therefore reduce bird mortality or injury. Do you believe that these requirements achieve this goal? Why or why not?
2. What obstacles make bird-safe building difficult? Obstacles may or may not be
specific to the proposed credit requirements.
3. Do you feel that the Total Building BCTR thresholds are appropriate? If not,
should they be lower or higher?
4. Was the Monitoring Plan easy to develop and implement? Who was involved in
collecting the data for the plan? What trends were noted?
Background
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An estimated 1 billion birds die annually in the United States as a result of striking buildings, bridges, and other manmade structures. Many factors play a role, including lights,
vegetation, and water. But glass is the main culprit, according to bird-safe design guidelines released in 2007 by the New York City Audubon Society, the Chicago Birds & Buildings Forum, and the City of Toronto. Because birds do not perceive conventionally formulated glass as a solid barrier, they fly into it. They may mistake reflections as continuous
space and be attracted to trees or other objects in, or visible through, a glassed-in space.
This credit is largely an appeal to enlightened self-interest, saving birds while reaping the
financial benefits of green building. A number of cities are pushing “bird-safe” design, although mostly as a recommendation. Toronto may adopt green building requirements
that include bird safety criteria, and in Manhattan the environmental impact statement for
the reconstruction of the World Trade Center addresses bird safety. A handful of top designers have made it a priority,  but  advocates  note  that  it’s  far  from  a  mainstream design
consideration.
The credit emphasizes  creating  “visual  noise”- i.e., patterns that birds can register. Strategies to create patterns on glass include using color, texture, opacity, or ultraviolet materials that are visible to birds. Keeping openings small and reducing the quantity of glass
on each façade will correspondingly lower the incidence of bird strikes.
Additional Information
The following flowchart gives a visual explanation of the credit requirements for New
Construction, Core & Shell, Schools, Retail: New Construction, and Healthcare projects
pursuing this credit:
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A building design that deters bird collisions will allow for most any type of site landscape
design. Although the proximity and height of landscape material have shown to influence
the number of bird collisions, if the building façade is designed to be “bird-friendly”, the
landscape material will not reflect and cause confusion to birds.
Atria lighting is addressed in the Interior Lighting requirements, and should follow the
same shutoff procedures as other interior spaces with a direct line of sight to the exterior
fenestration. Lighted building atria are major causes of nighttime bird collisions, so it is
important that larger lit spaces are shutoff during the specified times. This is especially
important during migration seasons in the spring and fall.
The monitoring should include a plan to routinely monitor the effectiveness of the building
design in preventing bird collisions. Monitoring (which includes walking the perimeter before normal business hours or at night, geotagging photographs of dead or injured birds,
or other similar strategies) should occur twice a week at minimum. It is advisable that the
monitoring be done prior to 8 or 9 am, and that it occurs daily during peak migration seasons. Monitoring works best if the building is divided into easily identifiable segments,
facades, or portions of facades so that the relevant location of the collision can be easily
identified. Monitoring should be linked to standard building maintenance as much as
Posted 10/14/2011 | Last Updated 12/1/2011
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possible, thereby becoming routine and requiring minimal extra effort and cost. The more
data collected, the better the resulting retrofits (if any) will be. Teams can use their own
monitoring  plan,  or  an  “out-of-the-box”  solution,  whichever  is  more  appropriate.  See the
Resources section for more information on developing a monitoring plan.
For a general outline of applicable building materials and their threat factors, see the Bird
Collision Deterrence: Summary of Material Threat Factors table. Teams can find the necessary, detailed data (materials that comply with the requirements)  from  ABC’s  website  
and the Resources section of this document. Below is an example Bird Collision Threat
Rating calculation that meets the Building Façade Requirements.

BUILDING DATA
Number of Stories
Building height
Total Façade Area
Façade Zone 1 Area
Façade Zone 2 Area

12
145'-2"
44170 sf
13316 sf
30854 sf

Threat
Factor
100

Material
Area (A)
560

Factored
Area (FA)
56000

HGF
Hazardous
Glass Area
(HGA)
560

20
0

816
11940

16320
0

0
0

Zone 1 (Z1) CALCULATION
Material
Type
Clear glass
Glass:
exterior frit
4" x 8"
Opaque

Z1
Area
Totals=

13316 sf
Z1 BCTR =

HGA
72320 sf Totals= 560 sf
Z1 HGF = 4.2%
5.43 (HGA/A)<15%

Zone 2 (Z2) CALCULATION
Threat
Factor
100

Material
Area (A)
0

Factored
Area (FA)
0

20
0

7209
23645

144180
0

Z2
Area
Totals=

30854 sf

144180
sf

Z2 BCTR =

4.67

Total Building BCTR =

5.18

Façade Zone 1
3 floors
Calculate the Façade Zone 1 BCTR
[((Material Type 1 Threat Factor) x (Material Type Area)) + ((Material Type 2 Threat Factor) x (Material  Type  Area))…]  /  [Total  Façade  Zone  Area]    =    Façade  Zone  BCTR
[100 x 560) + (20 x 816) + (0 x 11940)] / 13316 = 5.43 (Façade Zone 1 BCTR)
Façade Zone 2
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9 floors
Calculate the Façade Zone 2 BCTR
[((Material Type 1 Threat Factor) x (Material Type Area)) + ((Material Type 2 Threat Factor)  x  (Material  Type  Area))…]  /  [Total  Façade  Zone  Area]    =    Façade  Zone  BCTR
[(100 x 0) + (20 x 7209) + (0 x 23645)] / 30854 = 4.67 (Façade Zone 2 BCTR)
Determine the total building BCTR
[((Zone 1 BCTR) x 2) + (Zone 2 BCTR) ] / 3 = Total Building BCTR
[(5.43 x 2) + 4.67] / 3 = 5.18 (Total Building BCTR)
The following flowchart gives a visual explanation of the credit requirements for Existing
Buildings: Operations & Maintenance projects pursuing this credit:

EB: O&M projects differ from new construction projects in that the building façade characteristics are already in place when projects begin. Therefore, there are fewer opportuniPosted 10/14/2011 | Last Updated 12/1/2011
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ties to design new building façade elements that deter bird collisions. The EB: O&M requirements recognize the unique nature of existing buildings, and stipulate that a monitoring plan should be created to first observe and document bird collisions, then take corrective action to mitigate any collisions that occur. Along with the monitoring plan, interior
and exterior lighting requirements should be met.
Resources
American Bird Conservancy
www.abcbirds.org
(202) 234-7181
A national leader in reducing human impacts on birds  and  wildlife.  ABC’s  bird  collision  
program supports national efforts to reduce bird mortality through education and advocacy.
American Bird Conservancy: Bird-Friendly Building Design
http://www.abcbirds.org/newsandreports/BirdFriendlyBuildingDesign.pdf
(202) 234-7181
A database with photographs that provide visual guides to designing “bird-friendly” buildings and building features, and choosing appropriate materials. It will be periodically updated.
American Bird Conservancy: Post Construction Monitoring Plan
www.abcbirds.org
(202) 234-7181
This website includes an example of a post-construction monitoring plan to monitor the
effectiveness of the building design in preventing bird collisions.
American Bird Conservancy: Tunnel Testing Table and Tunnel Testing Protocol
Link here and  on  ABC’s  website: www.abcbirds.org
(202) 234-7181
The PDF and website provide a table that lists detailed material/pattern types and associated characteristics for use in calculating the Bird Collision Threat Rating. The Tunnel
Testing Protocol describes the process used to test each surface pattern.
Birds & Buildings Forum
www.birdsandbuildings.org
(312) 202-0667
This Chicago-based non-profit supports more  “bird-friendly” design through education
and advocacy. Their website maintains lists of organizations and resources.
City of Chicago, Department of Environment
www.cityofchicago.org/Environment/BirdMigration/sub/main.html
One of the first cities to implement a mandatory lights-out  program,  Chicago’s  Department of Environment has many resources for “bird-friendly” design.
CyberTracker Conservation: GPS Field Data Collection
http://cybertracker.org/
CyberTracker is a free, GPS-based application for collecting and recording field data. It
can be used to track species, locations, photographs, and other observations.
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Fatal Light Awareness Program (FLAP)
www.flap.org
(416) 366-FLAP
Initiated the Bird-Friendly Building Development Program for the City of Toronto, conducts monitoring and promotes “bird-friendly” design.
Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission
http://www.floridaconservation.org/
Supports efforts to reduce the impact of light pollution on sea turtles.
New York City Audubon Bird-safe Building Guidelines.
www.nycaudubon.org
(212) 691-7483
This Audubon chapter takes a leadership role in reducing bird collisions with buildings.
Publishes Bird-Safe Building Guidelines, conducts monitoring and promotes “birdfriendly” design, through its Project Safe Flight.
Changes
Changes made on 12/1/2011:
Clarified that “bird-friendly”  means materials with a Threat Factor of 15 or below
Revised Table 1
Updated Performance requirements for EB:O&M projects
A new link to the updated Bird Collision Deterrence: Summary of Material Threat Factors table
Updated references to the Bird-Friendly Building Design document and the Tunnel
Testing Table spreadsheet and Protocol
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DRAFT FOR REVIEW AT 1/11/18 MEETING
Terrestrial ecosystems: priority area for climate action
Part I: Natural areas in Evanston’s public open spaces [see Part II: Evanston’s urban forest]
Recommendation to the Climate Action and Resilience Plan Working Group
From Evanston Environment Board | January 2018
Strategy
❏ Maintain, enhance, and expand natural areas on public lands
Climate impacts: mitigation and adaptation
❏ Native plants need less frequent mowing than lawns. This saves fossil fuels.
❏ Deep-rooted native plants help to return carbon to the soil as organic matter.
❏ Native landscaping intercepts stormwater and helps it infiltrate the soil.
Co-benefits
❏ “Nearby nature” has significant public health benefits, which include decreased stress.
❏ Native plants conserve biodiversity by providing habitat for native pollinators, birds, and other
wildlife (especially important as they are affected by shifting climate zones).
Definition
“Natural areas” have in common an ecological approach to landscape management that uses nature as
a model. In Evanston, the site least disturbed by human activity is Perkins Woods, part of the Cook
County Forest Preserve District. Other sites vary in scale and how “designed” they are. Examples: Civic
Center Habitat Garden, Clark Street Beach Bird Sanctuary, North Shore Channel Habitat Project (which
includes sections of the Ladd Arboretum, Twiggs Park, and Harbert Park).
What it requires
Initial investments are typically less than installing turfgrass and conventional landscaping. Over time,
costs are offset by savings. Knowledge, skill, and resources are needed to plan natural areas and to
source, plant, establish, and maintain native plants. Recommended policies and practices include:
❏ Designated staff. Incentives, opportunities, recognition, and retention practices to build and
maintain knowledge and skill.
❏ Community stewardship network with staff liaison, clear roles and expectations, and recognition.
❏ Budget for plant purchase and replacement.
❏ Coordination with divisions responsible for implementing Complete and Green Network Policy.
Meaningful participation in Design and Planning Review process to address common challenge:
“local building codes often create needless impervious cover while giving developers little or no
incentive to conserve the natural areas that are so important for the natural water flow.” *
Community engagement and support
❏ Stewardship groups, projects, initiatives (e.g., Evanston North Shore Channel Habitat Project,
Citizens’ Greener Evanston’s Natural Habitat Evanston initiative, Mayor’s Monarch Pledge)
❏ Collaborating organizations (e.g.,Y.O.U., Friends of the Chicago River, Evanston North Shore
Bird Club, Evanston TreeKeepers, Canal Shores)
❏ Grants, including 2017-18 National Fish & Wildlife Foundation Chi-Cal Rivers Fund grant

Non-technical sources
American Society of Landscape Architects — “interconnected networks of park systems and wildlife corridors prese rve
ecological function, manage water, provide wildlife habitat, and create a balance between built and natural environments.”
Chicago Community Climate Action Toolkit—”Many native plants are long-lived and have long, complex root systems that are
able to store more carbon than short-rooted plants like lawn grass and annuals. Since these plants are continually growing and
shedding old plant parts, they are helping add organic matter, or carbon, to the soil. Additionally, the long, complex root
systems of native plants create pathways in the soil that help rainwater to soak directly into the ground instead of flowing into a
nearby sewer or waterway.”
Chicago Wilderness—“Natural communities and species are the basis of the region’s environmental health. Th ey provide
ecological services in maintaining water quality, abating the impact of floods, supporting pollination of crops, and controll ing
outbreaks of pests. Equally important, biodiversity contributes immeasurably to the quality of life for the citizens of the region
and to the region’s long-term economic vitality.”
Union of Concerned Scientists—“urban green spaces . . . have the potential to capture CO and ‘store’ that carbon over time. . .
Practices that maximize carbon storage without generating too much global warming pollution in the process (such as crop
rotation, cover crops, tree planting, and ‘low-input’ lawn and garden maintenance) can help slow the pace of climate change.”
How to build a city that doesn’t flood? Turn it into a sponge .—“Green infrastructure for sponge cities can also include nonengineered solutions—such as restoring urban forests and increasing their ability to absorb stormwater runoff. . . Engineered
solutions, even green ones, cost far more money than planting trees, and require a continuous commitment from the city’s
successive city administrations. . . [In Pittsburgh] rain gardens and bioswales did not just help with stormwater management,
they also won brownie points among town residents because of their aesthetically pleasing looks.” —Poornima Apte, JSTOR
Daily, December 5, 2017 *
Popular books for home gardeners include Garden Revolution
by Larry Weaner and The Living Landscape by Rick Darke
and Doug Tallamy.

Technical sources
Andrew, R.F. Water 2017, 9(12), 953. Spatial evaluation of
Multiple Benefits to Encourage Multi-Functional Design of
Sustainable Drainage in Blue-Green Cities [See figure, right]
Banks, J.L. and R. McConnell. National emissions from farm
and garden equipment. 2015.
Pataki, D., R.J. Alig, A.S. Fung, N. Golubiewski, C.A.
Kennedy, G. McPherson, D.J. Nowak, R.V. Pouyat, and P.R. Lankao. Urban ecosystems and the North American carbon
cycle. 2006. Global Change Biology 12:1–11.
Pouyat, R.V., I.D. Yesilonis, and D.J. Nowak. Carbon storage by urban soils in the United States . 2006. J. of Environmental
Quality 35:1566–1575.
California Forest Carbon Plan: Benefits of urban forests (pp. 86-91) Section on benefits of urban forests in this 2017 draft
document applies to natural areas.
Shanahan, D. Toward improved public health outcomes from urban nature. Am. J. Public Health. 2015, 105, 470–474.
Wolf, K.L. Nature’s Riches: The Health and Financial Benefits of Nearby Nature .

Additional background
Some related initiatives and commitments
Ingraham Park bioswales supported by MWRD as part of parking lot project (2016)

Proposal for green infrastructure project in Beck Park submitted to MWRD but recently turned down.
North Shore Channel Habitat Project (2017-18)
Funded by grant from National Fish & Wildlife Foundation Chi-Cal Rivers Fund

http://evanstonhabitat.org/

Climate Action & Resilience Plan Working Group (2017-18)
International accords recognize role of forests, but most are human-focused, don’t address biodiversity.
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/radical-conservation/2016/jan/06/-paris-agreement-biodiversity-coral-reefs-forests

Complete and Green Streets Resolution (adopted June 2017)
While focused on transportation and construction, the policy reiterates these STAR rating review
questions: Will trees be added or replaced? Does this project increase the amount of greenspace for
public access? Does this project improve or increase habitat? How does this project protect and restore
natural ecosystems? How does this project prevent and manage invasive species? How does this
project support pollinator species? https://www.cityofevanston.org/home/showdocument?id=25057
Mayor’s Monarch Pledge (March 2016)
“Evanston has a critical role to play to help save the monarch butterfly by providing habitat at public
parks, community gardens and municipal buildings that serve as community hubs. . .."
https://www.cityofevanston.org/Home/Components/News/News/609/249?arch=1&npage=21

Clark Street Beach Bird Sanctuary (dedicated October 2015)
Maintained by Evanston North Shore Bird Club. Rotary International made additional contribution and
Mayor Hagerty reaffirmed commitment in October 2017.
National Wildlife Federation Certification - Ladd Arboretum (2015)
Supports Citizens’ Greener Evanston Natural Habitat Evanston goal of achieving NWF community
habitat certification and vision of “an Evanston of green spaces welcoming to birds and pollinators —
and a community culture that nurtures them and creates, restores, and conserves the habitats on which
they depend.” http://greenerevanston.org/community-habitat-certification-program
Ladd Arboretum (since 1950s)
Arboretum plan, reinforced by 2007 master plan, set goals of "allowing land to transition to a more
naturalized aesthetic" and increasing “biodiversity within the arboretum by removing invasive and nonnative plant species and revegetating areas with native plant material." This included expanding work
begun on the Grady Bird Sanctuary so that it would be “integrated into a series of habitat corridors so
that it becomes a part of a larger sanctuary for birds and wildlife." In 2011, Illinois Coastal Management
program identified arboretum as “a critical corridor for wildlife on Chicago’s North Shore.” Although
Ladd Arboretum Committee disbanded in 2016, oversight function was to be adopted by Environment
Board.
Evanston policy context
❏ City code does not mention natural areas.
❏ List of Evanston parks does not mention natural areas.
❏ Adopt-a-Park Program is not relevant for stewardship of natural areas.

❏ Evanston’s current channel-land leases do not reflect policy adopted by Metropolitan Water
Reclamation District in 2005, which stipulates that “any land leased along the North Shore
[Channel] located north of Devon Avenue, up to and including Wilmette Harbor channel, shall be
dedicated exclusively to open green space and recreational use." See p. 23 of PDF/p.12 of document,
near bottom:
https://www.mwrd.org/irj/go/km/docs/documents/MWRD/internet/Departments/GA/docs/budget/2014/2014_Final_Bud
get_Book_011614_Web_Version_After_Optimizing.pdf

❏ Open Space Scorecard (2016) by Lakota Group recognized value of “park lands and public
open spaces.” A survey that addressed “community priorities for open space” was framed in
terms of city parks, but respondents nevertheless ranked “natural areas and habitats” highly
(59%), after beaches (78%) and walking, running and biking paths (79%). Report
recommendations do not address “natural areas and habitats,” but do note some issues around
multiple groups involved in decision-making and planning.
www.cityofevanston.org/assets/Scorecard%20Executive%20Summary.pdf
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